WASHINGTON BUDGET

Events at the National Capital
Written for Our Readers.

Special Correspondent, Washington, D.C., Feb. 17.

There is much talk in the wind of a large movement of congressmen that an adjournment will be taken this session some time during May. Full organization of work on the rate regulation bill, Philadelphians and eastern legislatures, the battle of such urgent nature before congressmen that they are in fact now in their start of this session, to be held in the interest of their constituents, because of party conditions, and the difficulties of obtaining any sections of those bills that will be submitted for the general control for an early adjournment.

In the list of states to receive on this year by the government appropriation, Oregon and West Virginia stand high. Any possible assurance that can be given to Congressmen that the very urgent work on the Oregon appropriation is yet to be done.

In the house of representatives a bill has been introduced for the incorporation of a railroad corporation to extend from Oregon to the Pacific Ocean. The bill was read at the request of Mr. Allen, and no offer is here from Idaho to take the lead in the matter.
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